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UNSPOKEN AND UNSOLVED TELL ME 

A RIDDLE 

Florence Jacobowitz and Lori Spring 

Many socialist theorists and critics in the 20s and 30s recognized the 
political potential of Hollywood movies: here was a mass medium of the 
industrial age that could both express social dissatisfaction and entertain 
notions of a better world. Brecht and Benjamin, amongst others, insisted 
that politically effective art should be popular, accessible, and pleasurable. 
Today "materialist" film theorists and critics, ostensibly committed to 
social change, are still debating the viability of these hopes, and have 
produced a number of widely differing positions. 

The most extreme or "purist" of these positions, championed in 
particular by a number of feminists, rejects the Hollywood style of 
Realism and the industry's still largely studio conglomerate control of 
distribution and exhibition; instead, they look to the "avant-garde" and 
other alternative forms of film production, distribution, and exhibition. 
Realism is rejected as a mystificatory style which seamlessly conceals its 
formal devices in order to invisibly direct viewer response along an 
ideologicallysafe projectile. This position maintains that Hollywood 
has perpetuated images of women that cater to masculine pleasure. As 
a result, women have been alternately objectified, fetishized, worshiped, 
or destroyed, according to the desires/needs of the male spectator. These 
feminists suggest that women must find new stylistic modes to 
accommodate feminist images of women. Whether or not one disagrees 
with the above, one undeniable consequence of the total rejection of 
Hollywood Realism is the accompanying loss of a large audience-in 
terms of political effect, a major loss. 

Other theorists/critics are more willing to recognize the progressive 
potential of Realist art, however ultimately constrained it may be by 
the interests in power. This group claims that within certain Realist 
filmic genres spectator response is not entirely contained and 
determined. The audience can be distanced from the narrative world 
through a heightening 














